BIGAS LUNA TRIBUTE
THE INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN SPANISH DIRECTOR WHO SIMULTANEOUSLY LAUNCHED THE FILM CAREERS OF
JAVIER BARDEM, JORDI MOLLÀ & PENELlope CRUZ
28-31 MARCH 2019
BIGASLUNATRIBUTE.INFO

THU 28 MARCH 18.30H
BIGASXBIGAS (2016)
+ INTRO + Q&A WITH CO-DIRECTOR
+ PREVIEW EXHIBITION ‘BARBARIC COMEDIES’
INSTITUTO CERVANTES

FRI 29 MARCH 19.50H
JAMÓN, JAMÓN (1992)
+ INTRO
(FOLLOWED BY DRINKS RECEPTION)
HOME

SAT 30 MARCH 17.50H
GOLDEN BALLS (1993)
+ INTRO
HOME

SUN 31 MARCH 17.40H
+ INTRO + Q&A
HOME

INSTITUTO CERVANTES
326-330 DEANSCATE CAMPFIELD, AVENUE ARCADE,
MANCHESTER M3 4FN
MANCHESTER.CERVANTES.ES

HOME MANCHESTER
2 TONY WILSON PLACE M15 4FN
HOMEMCR.ORG